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Release 2.20.8

Notes:

If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
If you want to enquire into a Feature please contact IQX with the JIRA reference

IQ-1998 - VacancyKeyWordsUpdate error

IQ-1996 - tax method error message when entering payrollnumber

IQ-1988 - CLONE - Send Invoices view appears blank until refreshed

IQ-1982 - change wpk canedit on pbwithdraw (placement→details)

IQ-1981 - accessing rates for notifications

IQ-1979 - Last viewed Self Bill Invoice trapped in PDF viewer so then seen whenever a pdf is called
from Send Invs

IQ-1978 - EmailQuery (job runner) not retrieving email information correctly (Imap only)

IQ-1972 - Margin (placement) not recognising Expenses from Payband

IQ-1971 - contact department (drop down) show multiple duplicates (Pulse)

IQ-1969 - Internal Chat or Incoming SMS - selecting DeskTop - All Users does not obey Divisions
Allowed in grid results

IQ-1961 - Temp Desk - Availability - Process not working

IQ-1956 - On Send Invoices, a display thing of not displaying first time in

IQ-1953 - signature added to pdf the wrong way up

IQ-1949 - Placement, AWR Linked Placement - Message on Linked Placement view to say Primary

IQ-1948 - Desk Top, Inbox, Expand - Documents not responding to double click

IQ-1943 - Using Contact Tree on Co Selector produces error IF selection done thru key WORD search

IQ-1940 - Issue with User Startup Forms

IQ-1931 - Make the GDPR form IQXanywhere friendly

IQ-1926 - On Doc Pack sending - the header report - Page Count and Number not working

IQ-1925 - If a Selection is Filtered this is ignored by Reports (Like Maps was) Also check Mailmerge
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options

IQ-1924 - User Leaver Action - Placements with blank or future dates - Bug is that Perm are included

IQ-1923 - Bulk SMS - comes to a halt if a missing mobile no.

IQ-1910 - Contact event filter confusion needs sorting out

IQ-1896 - prefix not visible when creating invoice from company account

IQ-1895 - can not send doc pack via email (notifications)

IQ-1894 - can only access CANDIDATE personpack from person selector senddoc button

IQ-1891 - Placement Checking loophole

IQ-1702 - Help Button in iqxWEB Settings directed to page

IQ-1675 - Check if Variations in Timesheet Complete, AutoCoplete and WebComplete of Timesheets
from other Jiras

IQ-1608 - Document Using App Passwords for SMTP

IQ-1620 - upgrade to delphi 10.3.3 and reportbuilder 20.2

IQ-1995 - Timesheet Signing Allowing Multiple Signatures

IQ-1994 - Compliance Linked Domains improvement

IQ-1993 - Expiry date field in person.document field

IQ-1985 - Notifications amendments

IQ-1984 - add count button to desktop : current vacancies and extra vacancies

IQ-1983 - Count Buttons on WPK forms Slow

IQ-1977 - Filter on Desktop Inbox and sortable by columns

IQ-1968 - docx CV - add global switch of not opening the editor but just connecting to the Db

IQ-1967 - Pulse Request to have the Postcode radius Search on Vacancies View

IQ-1966 - Investigate if Scroll Bar can be added on Temp Desk View Headers

IQ-1965 - Availability - want to be able to select non-Current (excluding Archived) as an option

IQ-1964 - TD Availability - any chance of postcode distance?

IQ-1962 - TD Availability - shows the Monday - on a right click could it show all in the week?

IQ-1960 - Think how to see all items on Tempd Desk on small screen - scroll bar? move buttons?
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IQ-1959 - New button that says 'RECONNECT' request from Giles

IQ-1957 - Timesheet Image linking for Anywhere that does not use directories

IQ-1955 - Issue re Hub logging left on accidentally - event nightly to turn off

IQ-1951 - Review Option to select ALL Tempdesks for a Department - lots of things could be broken,
esp reports

IQ-1950 - Global Default Rate Scheme - because for E-Timesheets rate schemes MUST be used.

IQ-1947 - Investigate If Gen Set Email/Tel 14 set to Y why the CE does NOT default to HTML

IQ-1946 - Ability to launch the notification user interface from a job with either standard or custom
notifications

IQ-1944 - New Role to be able to use the Create button on the Tempdesk Timesheets view if no
Accounts Role

IQ-1942 - sending client notification from person \(document\) doc pack not giving correct candidate

IQ-1934 - IQXanywhere word processor

IQ-1933 - Review adding IQXanywhere Enable check box to document templates before next release

IQ-1932 - TS Image filenames with commas causing probs in invoice pdf creation

IQ-1930 - Temp Desk - Expiry Dates - make custom cols sortable, as in other views

IQ-1929 - Aditional filter in Expiry dates to those in last 7 days

IQ-1928 - extra check on wpk vacancy→shortlist→showonmap

IQ-1927 - BCL -Search functions not working for candidates (look at constraints on tagvalue table)

IQ-1922 - Correct client name coming from timesheet client instead of Account Client

IQ-1921 - Anywhere - last letter of email name getting chopped when reply to all and original sender
being wrongly included in reply

IQ-1920 - O-Auth for E-mail - ability to fully log every step in exe and hub for debugging

IQ-1919 - Outlook 365 Doc attachments size limits

IQ-1918 - A way of showing the client email address a timesheet was sent to, while its still
provisisional \(pink\)

IQ-1916 - Complete timesheet with linked images feature: filter for front and back office and reason
code

IQ-1915 - Remove Candidate rules for preventing timesheets
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IQ-1914 - Can't generate TS numbers with W

IQ-1912 - Making Reminder when on Temp Desk Availability not linking to person

IQ-1909 - In Questionnaire setup move long Description to extreem right for Qs and Choices

IQ-1907 - Notifications not displaying after a disconnect/reconnect

IQ-1906 - Speculative CVs - Enable Email - Documents - could this be able to see Person Documents?

IQ-1904 - On TempDesk TSs view in ount of hours per day - is it possible to distinguish between
placements?

IQ-1902 - Tweaks to Notifications setup view

IQ-1898 - In list of users show email - very useful for anywhere, and also for others

IQ-1893 - Gen Set - Temps - 1060 - change to say applies to Avail AND Unavail as now relates to both

IQ-1890 - Availability Reasons -modify Delete into Merge as in 1720

IQ-1884 - Notification idea

IQ-1867 - Change functions that silently fail to give message opportunity

IQ-1815 - CV improvements - doc and pdf primary cv allowed

IQ-1750 - Ability to save an email in documents and compliance documents…

IQ-1735 - Audit when a contact is moved between companies and the vacancies move too

IQ-1722 - NON Exe - main WIKI pages to be accessed by release notes

IQ-1720 - Shift Cancel Reasons -modify Delete into Merge as in States

IQ-1701 - NON Exe - Standard Reports to back new features

IQ-1649 - TempDesk settings to pre-tick Match exact grade only

IQ-1639 - Function for Custom Column Settings, Applicant Shift Matcher -Sort Order

IQ-1628 - Method to exclude from default of CEs showing certain 'Users' (from automatic jobs)

IQ-1609 - Email Signatures - preview button

IQ-1604 - Add constraints to CompliancePersonStatus
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